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Saskatchewan's high COVID-19 test-positivity rate could be cause for concern as children in the province prepare to head back to school, says an expert on infectious diseases. Throughout August, ...
Sask. has highest COVID-19 test positivity rate in Canada as kids get ready to go back to school
Coronavirus testing in the United States is down from where is has been at previous points in the pandemic. However, health officials are working to get those numbers up again. In a discussion on ...
COVID: US to expand testing and when does a vaccinated person need to test?
To be the dudes that got to open it up first.” In the decade that followed, three more deployments in America's longest war scoured away that lucky feeling. For Bee, it came down to a night in 2008 in ...
Longest war: Were America's decades in Afghanistan worth it?
Virginia Giuffre filed a lawsuit alleging sexual abuse by the Duke of York. Attorneys for the 38-year-old filed the lawsuit in Manhattan federal court, where Jeffrey Epstein was charged criminally ...
Prince William ‘increasingly concerned’ and ‘exasperated’ amid Prince Andrew’s Epstein scandal, source claims
Hong Kong’s quarantine hotels were struggling to accommodate customer bookings after the government announced plans to tighten Covid-19 isolation rules, with different sectors calling for more rooms ...
Coronavirus: Hong Kong hotels struggling as government U-turn leaves travellers racing to rebook rooms
When he hasn’t been working to disenfranchise millions of people, effectively outlaw abortion, or ensuring people can carry a gun without background checks, licenses, or training, Texas governor Greg ...
Surprise: Texas Governor Who Insists COVID Is No Big Deal Tests Positive for COVID
A city in eastern China has carried out 12 rounds of Covid-19 testing of its population in three weeks during the country’s take-no-chances effort to stop the coronavirus in its tracks. The intensive ...
Coronavirus: citizens in one China hotspot undergo 12 rounds of tests to halt virus but there is a cost
Early education advocates want you to believe that the case for universal preschool is so concrete that questioning its track record is an act of heresy. After all, who wouldn’t ...
Biden's preschool plan replaces benefits of parenting with government intervention
The good news is that over the past 12 months, the market is up around 34 percent, as measured by the S&P 500 Index. Furthermore, in August 2020, the market was just shy of pre-pandemic levels, making ...
WILLIAM LAKO: Stock market and economy not as disconnected as they seem
The war in Afghanistan has left thousands dead, and cost trillions of dollars, leading Americans and Afghans alike to wonder if it was worth it.
Longest war: Questioning America's decades in Afghanistan
The latest on Afghanistan where the Taliban have seized power, two weeks before the U.S. is set to complete its troop withdrawal after a costly two-decade war: WASHNGTON — A U.S. defense officials ...
The Latest: US tells Taliban not to hinder Kabul evacuation
Former U.S. Navy officer Andrew Carleen considers America's hasty departure from Afghanistan -- what he calls, "a betrayal of biblical proportions." ...
A Veteran Considers America's Moral Failure In Afghanistan — And His Own Culpability
The fall of Afghanistan to the Taliban has raised fears that terrorist groups capable of threatening the U.S. homeland will thrive anew amid the chaos. U.S. military officials are reassessing their ...
Afghanistan’s fall renews terrorism fears for US
The Holiday Guru is always on hand to answer your questions. And with the pandemic causing mass confusion among travellers, the Guru's advice has never been more sought-after.
When can I visit America? The Holiday Guru answers YOUR questions
China has a lot of people and a proportional amount of very talented people. So does India, so does the USA. We should work with China but not be worked by the CCP.
China's Government Steals Research. Chinese Scientists Do Not. Open Research, A Balancing Act
Stock prices were lower around the globe on Friday, with even a fresh flurry of takeover activity not enough to compensate for some weak economic data and the disquieting news of the rapid reconquest ...
TOP NEWS SUMMARY: US stunned by speed of Afghan government collapse
Census, René D. Flores, a Mexican American college professor, marked his race as “white." Since then, a genealogy test revealed he has 43% Native American ancestry. From McKenzie County, North Dakota, ...
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Multiracial boom reflects US racial, ethnic complexity
As I write this column, the Taliban are on a roll. They’ve taken 12 of Afghanistan’s 34 provincial capitals in a single week, including the country’s second and third largest cities (Kandahar and ...
Afghanistan: Taliban Victories Explain the Wisdom of US Withdrawal
Leader of Opposition in Haryana Assembly, Bhupinder Singh Hooda trained his gun at the Haryana government for "repeated instances of paper leaks" and said, Jobs are being sold like goods at grocery ...
Constable recruitment exam paper leak: Haryana police arrest four, Hooda slams government for ‘selling jobs’
Alysha Bunyan says her brother, Mathias Bunyan, was shot and killed after an interaction with provincial police. "Guns are not the answer and now my brother is dead," she said. The Special ...
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